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Abstract—‘On-the-fly’ (OTF) interferometric imaging enables
fast survey speeds by removing the settle-and-slew overhead from
traditional step and stare observations. Moreover, because HI
intensity mapping requires scanning-mode observations, the OTF
imaging enables commensal observing for intensity mapping and
interferometric imaging, providing a dramatic improvement in
data acquisition efficiency. An OTF observing mode would be
highly beneficial for MeerKAT and the upcoming SKA; however,
it is currently only available at the VLA. The aim of this report is
to demonstrate that science-quality OTF interferometric imaging
is possible with MeerKAT. By performing correlations during
(standard) single-dish scanning mode observations where the
delay center is set to a fixed point in the observer’s reference
frame the resulting scan data will support OTF interferometric
imaging. We examine the errors inherent to such fixed delay
center OTF observations, showing that for angular distances
between the delay centre and the scan path of ∼ 6◦ or less, the
resulting phase smearing introduces flux errors at the percent
level. The motion of the pointing centre on the sky during
the visibility integration time introduces additional flux biases
that can be corrected for by applying a ‘smeared’ primary
beam correction. We develop a framework to transform the scan
observations into OTF-format measurement sets and use them to
produce OTF interferometric imaging snapshots that can then be
combined into high quality mosaics. Although work is ongoing,
we expect to deliver science-ready interferometric imaging data
products from past and future intensity mapping scan datasets
acquired with MeerKAT.

I. INTRODUCTION

AN OTF observing mode was developed for the VLA
and has been used to carry out the VLASS survey

[1]. With the dedicated OTF observing mode the correlator
delay center tracks the scanning motion of the array primary
beam (PB) response across the sky in a stepwise fashion. The
main limiting data quality factor in comparison to traditional
tracking observations is the smearing of the PB response for a
given observing frequency ν and visibility integration time δt.
This smearing is easily remedied, but it introduced only minor
flux errors in in the VLASS survey [2] and was therefore left
uncorrected.

With no dedicated OTF mode currently available on
MeerKAT, scanning observations like those needed for inten-
sity mapping can nevertheless be correlated and used after the
fact for interferometric imaging. In this approach the correlator
delay center tracks a fixed point in the array reference frame
(e.g., point defined by fixed altitude and azimuthal angles
on the sky). Ergo the delay centre has a time-dependent
separation from the pointing centre of the antennae. In the
case where the delay center is chosen to be the central point
of an oscillatory scan, this separation can vary between ± few-
to-tens of degrees, depending on the scanning strategy. This
separation between the delay and pointing center amplifies the
well-known smearing effects (bandwidth- and time-average
smearing) considered in traditional tracked interferometric
imaging.

In the following sections we describe the importance of such
smearing errors, briefly discusses our imaging framework and
present the first MeerKAT OTF interferometric images and
associated mosaics where no correction for the smearing errors
has been applied.

II. ERRORS SPECIFIC TO ASYNCHRONOUS OTF MODE

Primary beam smearing

During the δt visibility integration time, the pointing centre
moves relative to the phase-centre1, which results in a smeared
primary beam (PB) response. The smearing purely affects the
PB shape, and thus, the measured flux density distribution
of the image (i.e. it is an amplitude error). We can take the
smearing into account by introducing an effective PB model,
Bν,eff. Although, the VLA only supports constant RA scans
[2], with small ∆s smearing distance, any arbitrary (∆α, ∆δ)
direction scans can be described with a linear smearing model
around (α0, δ0) central RA, Dec coordinates. The general form
for a smeared Gaussian PB model is given in eq. 1.

1The point on the sky which will form the origin for a map produced.
As later discussed, we phase-rotated the observed visibilities from the delay
centre to the pointing centroid for each δt visibility integration time.
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Fig. 1. OTFM smearing for MeerKAT at ν0=1.7GHz. The smearing distance,
∆s, is given in units of the reference PB FWHM, ΘB0,ν0 . s0 denotes the
distance from the PB centre in the direction of the smearing motion.

To estimate the effect of PB smearing, we followed [2] and
computed the fractional beam change between the effective
and conventional Gaussian PB model. Figure 1. shows the
fractional beam change for different smearing values within
the PB area. We computed both models at 1712 MHz (top
of the L-band), where the smearing effect is the most severe
for L-band MeerKAT observations. For the PB FWHM, we
adopted a frequency scaling from [3], which gives a PB
FWHM, ΘB,ν0

=50′.98 at ν0=1712MHz.
As shown, for ∆s <0.4 ΘB0,ν0

, the fractional error is <5%.
As such, for a few second integration time with relatively
slow slewing speed (up to ∼10’/s in the observer’s frame)
the PB smearing error is negligible for MeerKAT L-band
observations. Thus, the image flux density errors are likely
to be dominated by other effects. Note that this effect is
additive in linear mosaicking. Nonetheless, we could neglect
the smearing effect for slow scanning speeds. For more details,
see [4]2.

Bandwidth-. and time-average smearing

In the classical theory of synthesis imaging, the measured
visibilities are not representing a single point in the (u,v) plane
but an average measured over an area. For a single baseline
of an East-West interferometer observing one of the poles,
averaging in time is equivalent to averaging along the circular
loci of the baseline, while averaging in frequency equals radial
averaging. Averaging in both directions in the (u,v) plane is
equivalent to angular smearing of sources in the image plane.
The smearing is zero at the phase centre and increases with
angular distance. Bandwidth- and time-average smearing are

2The MeerKLASS OTF memo series is not publicly available (yet), but can
requested from the authors.

innate to synthesis imaging and are well-known since the early
days of interferometry (see, e.g. [5]).

For traditional pointed observations, smearing is generally
considered within the imaged area relative to the image
centre (i.e. the phase centre). However, for asynchronous OTF
observations, we need to consider these effects between the
imaged area – centred at the pointing centre for maximal
sensitivity – and the delay centre defined by the correlator.
Hence, asynchronous OTF imaging inherently enhances these
smearing errors which can be challenging to account for after
the correlation process. Note that the smearing effect can be
reduced by observing with finer spectral and/or time resolution
or tracking the antennas’ pointing centre during the correlation
process. The latter results in OTF snapshot observations with
no additional phase error on the observed visibilities compared
to pointed observations.

We used a simple formalism of computing decoherence to
estimate smearing effect(s) originating from averaging in the
(u,v) plane. For ∆ϕ (absolute) maximum phase difference
between two plane waves, the coherence, C can be expressed
as3:

C ≃ 1− ∆ϕ2

6
= 1− Cd (2)

where Cd is the decoherence, representing the fractional phase
uncertainty on the observed visibilities.

We could derive ∆ϕ as a function of angular distance from
the phase centre ∆Θ for both bandwidth- and time-average
smearing, using the simple smearing model described above.

Bandwidth smearing, or radial averaging in the (u,v) plane,
∆ϕν , at ∆ν bandwidth and ∆Θ separation can be expressed
as:

∆ϕν =
1

2

∆ν

ν

b

λ
sin(∆Θ) (3)

where b is the baseline length, ν is the central observing
frequency and λ is the observed wavelength. Note that, indeed,
the smearing is independent from the observing frequency,
only dependent on the bandwidth. Nonetheless we provide
smearing int his form as it is expressed with the fractional
bandwidth and the fractional baseline length.

Time-average smearing, or averaging along the baseline loci
in the (u,v) plane, ∆ϕt, can be expressed with the Earth’s
rotation during the δt integration time in the following form:

∆ϕt =
1

2
δtsin(∆Θ)ω

b

λ
(4)

3For the derivation, we defined coherence as the ratio of the amplitudes
of the correlated waves and the sum of the individual plane waves, with
both the numerator and the denominator integrated over −∆ϕ and +∆ϕ, i.e.
considering the phase error introduced.
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where ω is the Earth’s angular rotation speed of ∼ 7.27×10−5

rad/s.
For both smearing derivation, we took the sin() of ∆Θ,

which is originating from the geometry of uncompensated path
difference in a simple two-element interferometer, but is gener-
ally neglected due to the small angle of ∆Θ. Furthermore, the
1/2 term is introduced to account for the fact that the visibilites
are averaged to the centroid in both time and frequency.
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Fig. 2. Estimated decoherence due to bandwidth- and time-average smearing
as a function of angular separation from the phase centre. See the main text
for the observation parameters used.

To estimate the fractional smearing errors introduced in eq.
2., we computed the decoherence by substititing ∆ϕ form eqs.
3. and 4., using δt=2s, ν=1.712GHz, ∆ν=209kHz and b=8km.
Both the bandwidth and time-average smearing are shown in
Figure 2. Note that this is the maximum smearing (on the
longest baseline) for 4k channels L-band observations with 2s
time-resolution. For a more detailed analysis, see [6].

We demonstrated that the inherent smearing effects are <5%
for large angular separations. The estimated maximum phase
error is ∼10% at 10 degrees away from the phase centre with
the given observing parameters.

In conclusion, we can neglect both the PB smearing and
the bandwidth and time-average smearing effects in imaging
asynchronous OTF observations.

III. DATA AND IMAGING

Asynchronous OTF observations and the data used

We are currently working on the scanning data taken in 2021
as part of the open-time call MKT-20213 (PI: M. Santos, for
the broader scientific details and observing strategy see e.g.
[7], [8]). The observations were taken at L-band, 4k resolution
with δt=2s integration time, 5’/s constant elevation scans,
observing a primary calibrator (tracking part) and the target
field (scanning part) for which, the correlator was switched on
in the described ‘asynchronous’ fashion. In Fig 3. we show
both the pointing and delay centers for an example segment

from the scanning part of our observations. Three calibrator
sources (PicA, 3C273 and J1934-6342) were used for the
observations, from which only J1934-6342 can be used as an
interferometric calibrator4. As such, we are only focusing on
observations using J1934-6342, namely, we are developing our
imaging pipeline using scheduling block 1630519596. Note
that no secondary calibrator was observed, as the primary
science goal for the observations was intensity mapping in
auto-correlation mode.
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Fig. 3. Example 1h segment from the scanning part of our observations that
is representative for our current asynchronous OTF observing setup. Note that
the separation between the pointing and delay centers are <6◦.

To image the cross-correlation data, we converted the MVF
format data (provided by SARAO) to MS format using a
custom version of katdal5. However, at this stage, the
scans are not in OTF format as the observed delay centre
is written to the MS instead of the pointing centre. Thus,
we developed a pipeline6, which applies a phase-rotation
(using the chgcentre7 tool from the WSClean package [9],
and not CASA due to a small angle approximation used8)
from the observed delay centre to the pointing centre, for
every δt visibility integration time (i.e. an OTF snapshot or
pointing). The pointing centre is determined from the pointing
of a (reference) antenna using the auto-correlation data by
matching the auto- (antenna pointing) and cross-correlation
(visibility) data based on the time stamp. We found our data
transformation pipeline scalable as we were able to convert
hundreds of OTF pointings in a parallel fashion under ∼10
minutes on a personal computer.

Applying the phase rotation for each OTF pointing is the key
to imaging asynchronous OTF observations since coherence

4In theory, with high-fidelity sky models both PicA and 3C273 could be
used as calibrators, but this would require further observations to build the
sky models.

5Katdal can be found on GitHub, and our custom version uses a simple
hack to not ignore the scanning part in the mvftoms.py script.

6The pipeline can be found at GitHub.
7Description of the tool can be found at SourceForge
8The CASA tool fixvis uses a small-angle approximation and is depre-

cated, and while the task fixvis requires the configuration of the pointing
tables, which we wanted to avoid to keep the code simple. For more details,
see the CASA documentation

https://github.com/ska-sa/katdal
https://github.com/rubyvanrooyen/katdal/commit/e90bca3c2cd6305492d03ddc9aa48e67c1800428
https://github.com/rubyvanrooyen/katdal/commit/e90bca3c2cd6305492d03ddc9aa48e67c1800428
https://github.com/rstofi/arcane_suite/tree/main/src/arcane_pipelines/otfms
https://sourceforge.net/p/wsclean/wiki/chgcentre/
https://casadocs.readthedocs.io/en/stable/index.html
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is preserved during the correlation process regardless of the
antenna pointing direction relative to the delay centre. Ergo,
the smearing errors discussed in the previous chapter are
the only source of additional phase uncertainty introduced in
comparison to pointed observation on the measured visibilities.
Hence, after applying the correct phase rotation to the data,
the resultant MS could be imaged using canonical imaging
methods and software.

Imaging pipeline

Our proof-of-concept approach to OTF mosaic imaging is
to image each 2s OTF pointing separately. We used caracal
[10] to calibrate, image and mosaic the adjacent OTF snapshot
images. We ran only an initial flagging on the scanning part
of the data using tricolour [11], as most flagging methods
run on the time-frequency space, and so, are not applicable to
individual OTF snapshots. We applied the same initial flagging
strategy for the calibrator field.

We followed a ‘standard’ calibration strategy to solve the
delays, bandpass’ and gains and calibrate for the absolute
flux using the primary calibrator source. However, considering
that no secondary calibrator was observed, we introduced
two additional iteration in solving for the gains (phase and
amplitude & phase) with 2s time resolution. We solved for
the gains using ∼3.3. MHz (16 channels) resolution. We then
transferred these solutions in imaging the OTF snapshots as
an initial model for in-field self-calibration. We found that
performing a single iteration of phase-only selfcal gain solving
results in a stable gain solution. To account for the wide-
bandwidth imaged, we used multi-frequency synthesis (MFS)
imaging, currently with only two sub-bands9, but we retain the
3.3 MHz spectral resolution when solving for the gains within
each sub-band.

To create mosaic images, we are currently using the
montage package [12] via caracal. We apply Gaussian
PB correction for each MFS sub-band OTF snapshot image
in mosaicking. However, we note that we should improve
our image fidelity by accounting for higher resolution spectral
variations during PB correction.

With our current pipeline, we are able to image sub-scans
of 2minutes (61 OTF snapshots), and create mosaic images
covering up to 15 adjacent OTF snapshot images10 in an
automated manner. Nonetheless, we are in parallel working on
improving both the performance and precision of our pipeline
and likely finalising the optimised parameters in the near
future.

IV. RESULTS UP TO DATE AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We created OTF snapshots and mosaic images of a selected
sub-scan up to date. An example patch from the sub-scan is
shown in Fig. 4. The imaged OTF snapshots, show superb

9We are currently introducing higher MFS resolution to improve the
restored flux density and the dynamic range of the image.

10With larger mosaic images, montage runs into memory issues (with
230 GB RAM allocated) and significantly slows down the mosaic process.
We estimated that mosaicking a full sub-.scan would take >10 days, and so,
we are currently looking to resolve this bottleneck.

image quality with no (visual) trace of imaging artefacts.
We measured the RMS levels close to the expected value
(∼0.33 mJy/beam) on the individual snapshots. Furthermore,
we performed source-finding on both single OTF snapshots
and mosaics using pybdsf [13], and we found only sources
with counterparts in other radio surveys such as NVSS [14].
While the source positions show excellent agreement with the
NVSS values, the integrated flux of the sources shows some
offset, which is likely originating from the low-accuracy of
the PB correction used11. Nonetheless, our current results are
highly encouraging by being close to science-quality, with no
major systematic errors discovered so far. Ergo, our results
are in good agreement with our prediction that the smearing
effects are not significantly affecting the OTF snapshot images.
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Fig. 4. OTF mosaic from 5 snapshots. The colour bar is given in units of
mJy/beam, with the average synthesised beam of 19.9"×8.2" at -81.4deg.
The colour bar is saturated at ±99.9% of the flux density distribution. Four
example sources, with different morphology and brightness are highlighted.

We are currently iterating on our imaging pipeline parame-
ters to improve on image fidelity. In addition, we are carrying
out various analyses to measure the stability of our gain
solutions, and to statistically measure the smearing effect by
comparing peak fluxes to integrated fluxes as the function of
distance from the phase centre over a whole scan, as only the
former is expected to be affected by smearing for unresolved
sources. These tests will feedback to the necessity and possible
direction of future pipeline development.

We plan to image larger areas by scaling our pipeline
deployment and to apply additional direction-dependent cali-
bration on the combined OTF data to improve image fidelity.
Furthermore, we would like to utilise in-field secondary cal-
ibrators, generate spectral and polarisation maps. However,
this requires observations including secondary and polarisation
calibrators, respectively.

11The analytics plots are currently updated frequently, but the most recent
results can be requested from the authors.
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